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Wellness Products & Services
The World of Diamond Alignment

Step into the Diamond Energy Field Online and Accelerate Soul Evolution
The great myths throughout time have always pointed to mankind’s
inner search for freedom and greater purpose in life. My soul has
always been on this quest…seeking to be free of limitations and
more consciously connected with the unlimited power of the Divine.
Diamond Alignment was the divine answer to my soul’s search for this
ultimate freedom and conscious connection. Since 1997 it has been
my soul’s task to bring this multi-dimensional technology, transmitted
to me from the higher planes, into physical form so that its activation
could be accessed by individuals worldwide.

We look forward to having you join Diamond Alignment subscribers
who have come from every continent and over 50 countries in
receiving and spreading Diamond joy and equanimity across the
globe. We are hearing a tremendous variety of uplifting results from
the six-minute Diamond Experience, including opening of the heart,
awakening of passion and purpose and the ability to handle life in a
more empowered and graceful way. The positive effects of Diamond
Alignment have been universal...transcending all differences in race,
creed and culture.

An exquisite oasis in our high-tech world, the official Diamond
Alignment website is a purely experiential Flash-animated site
that is home to the premier Diamond Alignment Experience... a
transcendent multi-sensory energy experience that frees your body
from stress and tension, clears your mind of fear and worry, and
connects you to your inner wisdom and joy...in six minutes. In the
Diamond Alignment Experience I guide you into the Diamond Energy
field…the field of pure awareness that is beyond but including all
polarity. Basking in this energy field allows us to experience the
joy and equanimity of Oneness and a welcomed respite from all
opposition. Stepping into this portal is at once ancient and futuristic.
Like the ancient thongas, mandalas and sacred art forms of the East
which emanate a highly charged frequency, the animated multisensory Diamond Experience transmits a highly charged frequency
that is viscerally felt in the body. This sacred transmission activates
alignment with the indestructible, brilliant Diamond Self within and
its Divine blueprint for our lives.

As the light of each individual’s Diamond Blueprint is turned on, it
interconnects with the other Diamond blueprints of light across the
world and adds to the brilliance of a vast Diamond network. It is
this global Diamond matrix that brings forth the highest Diamond
potential of our world, enabling us to uplift the human experience
individually and collectively.

In my 21 years of awakening and growth, Diamond Alignment has
also been one of my strongest tools to transmute the density and
toxicity that overlay our innate joy and aliveness. The high-frequency
Diamond Energy turns on the light within our cells and raises the
vibration of our physical, mental and emotional bodies. This higher
vibration neutralizes the limiting thoughts, feelings and patterns that
dim our light and transmutes the toxicity that we naturally encounter
in our everyday world. Most Diamond receivers report immediate
relief and consistent Diamond Alignments ultimately free us even
from the collective thoughts and patterns which I call the trance. The
subtle yet profound six-minute journey is a true respite from our linear
world, and leaves us more awake, more aware and able to meet our
challenges from a more expanded perspective…with the power of
knowing we are larger than any of our circumstances.
I invite you to step into the world of Diamond Alignment at www.
DiamondAlignment.com. (See the diamond on the back cover.) Come
view the free introduction and/or treat yourself to a subscription of
a three-session pass for just $10. The use of headphones will greatly
enhance your experience!
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If you’re not ready for the premier Diamond Alignment Experience…
you’ll enjoy our Diamond Resource websites below … available free
of charge. These rich audio-visual sites offer invaluable information
and allow visitors to experience “tastes” of the Diamond Energy
Transmission …preparing them for the premier six-minute Diamond
Alignment Experience which is exclusively accessed via three levels
of paid subscriptions on the official Diamond Alignment Transmission
site.
I look forward to your presence in the
Diamond energy field Jacqueline Joy
Founder
Diamond Alignment
www.DiamondAlignment.com.
Gateway to Wealth of Being
www.GatewaytoWealthofBeing.com
This lusciously soothing site belies its power to free us from the illusive
grip of our horizontal trance and awaken us to the joy of vertical
soul alignment… which fuels the creation of wealth of being ...the
ultimate gift of Diamond Alignment.
The Diamond Alignment Story
www.DiamondAlignmentStory.com
On this site you’ll journey with me through the power and mystery
of the divine energy transmissions that enabled me to fully awaken
from my life-threatening horizontal trance and develop the sacred
technology that delivers Diamond Energy Transmissions to individuals
worldwide.

